Long time series observations from Antarctica with ICE-T
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Abstract The International Concordia Explorer Telescope (ICE-T) is a f /1.1 Schmidt telescope, 61 cm aperture, with two tubes equipped with identical CCD 10.3x10.3k, 9µ
pixel size, ultra-wide-field with a total FOV of 65 square degrees. Its aim is to operate at Dome C, the French-Italian Antarctic Station, taking advantage of the long winter night
for continuous observations. It is optimized for high precision photometry in two separate filters Sloan g and Sloan i ranging from 100µmag to 10 mmag (9-16mag). Among the
scientific tasks there are the detection of hot Jupiters and Super Earths with the transit method, and related magnetic activity of the hosting stars. The 4m Radom for ICE-T
together with 3 foundation pillars and the cables bundle have been already successfully installed in January 2009.

Motivation
ICE-T is an international consortium led by the Leibniz Institut für Astrophysik
Potsdam foreseen to be located at the French Italian Concordia Station at
Dome C (75°06’ 04’’ S, 123°20’ 52’’ E, 3233m altitude). Dome C is well known to
be one of the best sites in the world for observations because of sky
transparency in most of the atmospheric windows, low sky background (typically
3/5 times lower than at mid latitudes), very good seeing (0.27 arcsec above
30m), higher isoplanatic angle (5.7 arcsec), longer coherence time (7.9 ms),
even better than at South Pole (Agabi et al. 2005), and low scintillation noise
which permits to reach a photometric precision of 200µmag.
The prime envisioned scientific targets are extra-solar planets as well as stellar
magnetic activity and non-radial pulsations in the structure of the host star, their
inner dynamics and dynamo activity too (Strassmeier et al. 2008). Long term
observations with high precision are necessary to detect planets and to analyze
starspots and flares. We need two separate bandpasses, Sloan g (402-552 nm)
and i (691-818nm) operating simultaneously in order to discriminate a transit
from spot and plages associated to rotation (Carpano et al. 2003). Optical
afterglows of gamma-ray bursts and micro-lensing effects are also pursued
among the required targets.
ICE-T will stare at one single field for each campaign. Once it is pointed, the
telescope is supposed to keep on tracking the very same field in a fixed position
along RA for the whole season. Two optimal fields have been selected taking
into account the diurnal air mass and refraction variations,solar, lunar
interference, interstellar absorption, overexposing of bright stars and ghosts,
crowding by background stars, and the ratio of dwarf to giant stars in the field.
A03 and B07 are respectively
the best full-frame and half
frame fields, so that open
clusters, dark clouds, star-birth
regions and variable stars are
minimized within this areas.
Fields in II are in the direction
of full moon, while sector III is
perturbed by twilight stars.
Stars
in
region
I
are
permanently close to zenith or
at most 30° away.
The plot below represents the
position of the two optimal
fields in the sky, with respect to
the stars hosting so far
discovered planetary systems
(source: exoplanets.org).

The optical design of ICE-T
(only the blue-visual channel is shown).

The field flattener lens with a pan-focal filter
and the schematic CCD surface (very left line).

CCDs
We intend to use two CCDs without shutter, i.e. in frame-transfer mode as was foreseen,
e.g., for ESA’s Eddington mission. Read-out is then done during exposure, which sets the
time resolution nearly to the exposure time. The total unvignetted FOV is matched to the
95mm× 95mm thinned STA1600A CCD. A FOV of 8.1⁰× 8.1⁰ with 106002 pixels correspond
to 2.75 arcsec/pixel. The architecture of the STA1600A CCDs includes a total of 16
amplifiers, 8 on each adjacent side. The read-out-noise of the STA device with an ARC
Gen-II controller is expected to be similar to the first PEPSI STA 10k device at 200
kpix/port/s (7 e). Frame-transfer operation will relax the controller requirements to 350
kpix/port/s for a 10-s integration without a waiting period.
From front-left to rear-right are shown: the last corrector lens
which acts as a window, the CCD and the CCD head, the
Peltier-cell and the cooled backplate with the connectors. The
outer diameter of the dewar vessel is 205mm. Note that the
dewar will not be actively cooled. Charge shift time is expected
to be around 40 ms across 2.5 kpix. CCD photometry in general
is not very dependent on the read-out noise and our
requirements could accept 20 e rms. The full-well capacity in
the first device is a bit low (55,000 e).

Tube structure & Dome
The tubes are completely covered by an
outside cladding except the front
corrector plate of the optical subsystem,
to prevent diamond dust deposition. The
components of the tube structure are
made of CFC, consisting of five glued
layers with different orientation and
mechanical
properties
(i.e.Young
Modulus) optimized to have an almost
negligible CTE. Outcomes from the static
analysis of the whole tube structure have
revealed a maximum stress reached in
horizontal position of σ=49 MPa (Di
Varano et al. 2010). To hinder frost
formation, outcomes from CFD analysis
pointed out that it's possible to reuse the
waste heat from the camera electronics

Optics
The optical system includes a double achromatic Schmidt plate of N-BK7 and NF2, fast f/1.125, with a 61 cm clear aperture, 20mm air gap. The main mirror
made of Zerodur is spherical, Ø 82cm, with a central hole of 15 cm and radius of
curvature of 1414.5 mm. A field flattener lens diffracts approximately 16% of the
entrance aperture. The triplet lenses, made of BK7 have spherical surfaces with
slightly different parameters for Sloan g and Sloan i filters. Among five offers
from several vendors we’ve considered only the one from GOAL (General
Optics Asia Limited) affordable. The proposal includes manufacturing within 0.5λ
P-V and 0.05λ rms tolerances, polishing, lightweighting of the primary, coating
and delivery.
In particular, as the corrector plates have adverse aspect ratio (610/30 = 20), the
coating needs to be done at lower substrate temperature. Therefore a multilayer
(SiO2 + Ti3O5) AR coating was proposed (see spectral reflectance in two plots
in the next column).

(200 W) by forced convection in the gap between the
corrector plates, in order to keep the front plate ~ 2K above
the outside temperature.
The dome, built by Baader Planetarium, with an inner
diameter of 3.4m was successfully installed at Dome C at
the beginning of 2009 and site access has been granted by
French polar agency IPEV since October 2010.
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